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Which Account

As a fleet operator you have a couple of options to decide which is best for you. You can have a
single account on either 1uk.com and 1uk.co with a dual account or 1uk.co as a single account
DUAL ACCOUNT:(Gold) If you join 1uk.com with a dual account then you get full access to 1uk.co
plus all features listed on the pages. (You can only list yachts on 1uk.com that meet the criteria)
SINGLE ACCOUNT: (Silver) If you join 1uk.co as a single account you get an account just on
1uk.co.

Whats the difference?
Quite simply you get a lot more features and ways to promote your business if you join with a dual
account. So you can advertise and be included in our other marketing options such as promotion in our
private Facebook group with 700+ members and other social media promotion and ads around the
1uk.com site such as in property and jet sections. If you look at the features on the next page you will see
the details of the 1uk.co account and the extras if you have a dual account with 1uk.com.

How to Join?

Summary
1uk.com is our luxury portal website that we market and sell Luxury Superyachts, Luxury
Property, Private Jets & Hypercars.
1uk.co is our site that specifically targets smaller Yacht sales and Charters, plus holiday
homes & Villas for sale and to rent, Private Jet charters and Supercars.
1uk.global is our site for commercial vessel sales such as LPG tankers, Cruise Ships,
ROPAX Vessels & Tugs.
1uk.net is a Travel insurance site with a full holiday and travel section going live in
January 2021, this site will also feature holiday homes and yacht charters as well as flight
and hotel reservation systems with a white label system from booking.com. It is included
in the Dual Account for you to advertise on here.

Our Sites

Which to Join



Joining 1uk.co gives you a single account on 1uk.co only
A dual account gives you an account on both 1uk.co and 1uk.com



Joining 1uk.co gives you a single account on 1uk.co only
A dual account gives you an account on both 1uk.co and 1uk.com

All prices subject to 20% UK VAT and subject to our terms and conditions and an
agreed  commission on completed sales

Note: if you sign up with the discount fee
then that amount stays the same for the

duration of your account, so on a dual
account it would be £60pm+VAT



Charter Fleet Marketing

Overview of Features 
Same Day Setup: Simple account setup with our automated sign up system. (With a dual account you
sign up once and we shall add you onto both 1uk,com and 1uk.co)

Yacht Management: Once your account is approved you can add/edit/delete your listings and take
control of them on the 1uk.co website. (With a dual account if your yachts meet the criteria to be listed
for sale or charter you can edit them on 1uk.com as well)

SEO: When you had added your listings our specialist team will go through and optimise them with our
26 years pioneering SEO experience to help your yachts get the best positions in Google on our site.
(With a dual account this is done on both sites )

Cross Marketing: You get the benefit of cross marketing with our property and private jet areas where
we place ads on those pages for visitors to see on the 1uk.co website. (With a dual account you will also
get ads placed in other areas of the 1uk.com site such as in the property section)

Newsletters: Your yachts will be included in our newsletters for 1uk.co clients. (With a dual account we
have double the amount of subscribers on 1uk.com so a bigger reach especially for yacht sales as we
have a lot of brokers signed up to 1uk.com)

Social Media: We have over 24,000 followers and connections on all our social media accounts and
your will be promoted to the appropriate market. (With a dual account you get the added benefit of
promotion in our private Facebook group where charters are promoted on a daily basis)

Advertising: We have lots of opportunities to advertise in other places on the 1uk.co website with
banners and special ads in pages this is complimentary as a member. (With a dual account you can
benefit from this on 1uk.com as well with banner ads directing to to your pages)

Transparency: Successful partnerships are built on trust, so when someone enquiries about one of
your yachts the email will also forward to you as well as us, so you can manage it straight away with us
earning our commission if it comes to fruition. (With a dual account you also have a specially designed
quote form on our web pages for generic enquiries and these are stored in a database so you can
access them to look back at anytime)

Events calendar: Promote your local events and exhibitions that you are attending on our events
calendar which could be your own boat shows or presentations or shows you are attending. (This is only
available for dual account holders)

External Marketing: As a leading luxury website we get invited to attend luxury shows and exhibitions
and in return we get a free stand, we use these to promote your yachts on our site, more exposure for
you. (This is for dual account holders as we are usually booked under the 1uk.com name for luxury
events  and boat shows, but do promote 1uk.co as well when we are there, but with limited places)

Itinerary: Our Charter manager has over 12 year’s experience on charters as chief stew and knows all
the best places and can assist in producing an enticing itinerary. (This is for 1uk.com account holders
only)
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Overview Features cont....

Entertainment: As the first company to offer a unique onboard entertainment service with TV and
sports celebrities you can also earn a commission from bookings as one of our members. (This is for
single and dual account holders)
Travel & Logistics: With our new big travel site going live in 2021 at https://1uk.net we can assist with
a door to door service including private jet travel in Pandemic times to keep people safe and your yachts
can be listed on this site also which will be marketed with Magazine and Newspaper ads in the UK. (To
be listed on here also will require a dual account and we shall set up your account on this site also)

Charter Reviews: We are all ready to launch our global charter review site, something like trip advisor
but just for charters on yachts and jets, which will be yet another avenue for our clients to advertise on.
(For dual account holders there will be the opportunity to advertise on the site as it grows)

Coming Soon: Lots of new features coming early 2021 including a yacht only version of Facebook, our
APP, Business to Business directory, Travel site, Yacht Insurance comparison site and yet more areas
you can promote with. 

Brokerage: As member we can offer you some very competitive rates for C/A listings of your yachts
and will be pleased to assist in supplying and maintaining your fleet. If you have a lot to sell we are the
only way you can list it on our site and we also list on the traditional MLS sites as well on your behalf.
(As one of our customers with single or dual account, we can offer you some great deals on brokerage
prices and promotion of your yachts/fleet for sale, and we have hundreds of connections with other
brokers around the world)
Webdesign: As the very 1st Webdesign company in the UK we have over 26 year’s experience, as one
of our members we can assist in developing your website and offer complimentary hosting if you would
like us to set you up with a site in the UK. (This is applicable to any account)

1UK system: Use our systems for your own website to display your yachts. So we can set up an Iframe
that just displays your own yachts or you can have a dedicated website hosted by us. (This is only
available to dual account holders)
Your own Pages: With a Dual account we also set you up with your own webpage on our site which
will give details about your charters and link directly to your yachts, we also direct any advertising
banners to this page and you can add/edit the page(s) yourself. This is a fantastic way to promote your
business more with lots of information about your services.

Fees: A small setup fee that is fully refundable on the first charter booking and all of the above is
included for a small monthly fee to avoid undesired account signups and keep the site special, to keep
prices low we take an agreed commission on sales leads that we provide. Also look out for our special
offers available time to time.

All of this: Culminates into an amazing account and unique way to promote your charter yachts to the
UK market with lots of opportunities for you to take advantage of and with your charter skills and our
online marketing skills we will make a great team and a great collaboration.
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FEES & SETUP
There is a small set up fee to administer and setup your account details, which is fully refunded from our first
commission that we receive. There is also a small monthly fee to cover ongoing maintenance on your account and
to ensure that we have the best quality suppliers on our prestigious site without undesirables flooding the site with
ghost boats. Income is fully re-invested into marketing to help us in promoting you to as wide and suitable audience
as possible. You can read below all the benefits you get from an account as well as listing your yachts. It is also to
ensure that you list your prime stock available for charter so we both have the best chance of generating sales leads,
and as such the fee is waived on high value performing accounts.
Setup is all automated, you just need to head over to our registration page and setup your account as a company,
then add yourself as an Agent so you can begin to list your yachts.
To be eligible to list yachts on our luxury portal at 1uk.com the average charter booking amount for a particular yacht
must be in excess of £25k.

Yacht Management: Through your dashboard you can add/edit/delete your listings and also feature them. You can
add Titles, Meta Tags and ALT tags on all your images. You can also batch upload images to save time or grab them
from your own website. If you join 1uk.com as your primary site, then you will also be added to 1uk.co to add your
listings on there also increasing your exposure. 

Promotion
SEO: Once you have listed your yachts our developers will then go through your listing to (SEO) optimise it for you
so then we can promote it to get the highest rankings. So, for example if you have a catamaran and you are based in
Mallorca, then we would optimise that particular boat for "catamaran charters in Mallorca". so, then people searching
in Google will bypass other pages on the website and be taken straight to your yacht. We pioneered SEO and have
the longest history of any company in the UK of SEO and online marketing.

Cross Marketing: We have several sites in our group (you can find all these in our latest media pack PDF) which we
manage and one of the biggest advantages of our websites over other traditional multi listing sites, is this unique fact.
We have a lot of traffic visits for example our website looking for luxury property and private jet charters for example,
and being wealthy individuals or HNWI they will also view the other sections on our websites and thus making up the
300,000 hits per month we get across our sites.  So while your yachts maybe listing on one of our sites they will also
be marketed across on our other websites to attract as much attention as possible.
 
Newsletters: Every customer of ours will get their listings featured at some point in our newsletters and this includes
cross marketing on other newsletters in the group to get you maximum exposure.
Social Media: We have over 24,000 followers and connections on our social media accounts which include LinkedIn,
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. We market our sites through all these channels and have a big campaign planned
for the start of 2021 leading right up to the start of the Charter Season in the Mediterranean. We also use paid ads on
occasions to supplement our promotion which we sometimes use to target specific areas.

Advertising: To increase your exposure we have advertising opportunities that are available on our site which
features yachts on the home pages and in other areas of our websites, this is a paid service for non-members, but as
a member apart from on the home page we have a queueing system so that every member gets an equal fair share
of exposure for no extra cost to you. So, for example this could be on pages where we have yachts for sale down the
right side of the page, so on both websites this would get your advert on around 1600+ pages across the sites.

In-detail Features on 1uk.co & 1uk.com
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Transparency: Successful partnerships are built on trust, so once your account is activated, we shall set up
a special email address for you on our domain which will then forward any enquiries we receive about your
yachts to both you and us, so you will be able to deal with these sales leads accordingly. We shall also
make contact with the customer to inform them of the procedure and what to expect. It should be noted that
while we pass leads to you in this way, they are always “our clients” and as such cannot be added to your
marketing emails and apart from discussing the charter can only be otherwise contacted through us. Failure
to adhere to this would break trust and jeopardise our collaboration and would not be beneficial to anyone.

Events calendar: This feature was stopped during the pandemic but will restart early 2021. As a dual
member you have full access to add your events to our events calendars, this could be local boats shows or
exhibitions maybe to promote them through our website, this comes complimentary with your account.

External Marketing: With 1uk.com being the largest luxury portal website in Europe we regularly get invited
to market luxury shows and exhibitions and in return we usually take a complimentary stand at the show.
When we attend these shows we market “your yachts” and create advertising banners and promotional
material to distribute at the show. You are also invited to send us your own promotional material for us to
distribute at the shows. We so far have two shows planned for 2021 at the Luxury property show in London
and the Elite Show in London for HNWI clients showing, yachts, supercars and Aircraft.  We also have our
other websites in the group that we manage that we also use for marketing and we shall be starting a
programme of tailored advertising on these sites in 2021 to further promote your yachts and our services,
these include 1uk.net which is a yacht insurance comparison website.

UK Coverage: With our dominance in the UK market it goes without saying that if you are interested in
clients from the UK then we are the best place to advertise your yachts, being independent gives us a
distinct advantage over other broker sites that target to a smaller audience.

Itinerary: Our charter manager is an ex chief Stew on Superyachts with 12 years on board charter
experience so she can assist our clients with their itineraries to wet their appetite and we plan to work with
you as one of our dual account clients to produce some that will be appealing to the UK and European
markets.

Entertainment: We are one of the only companies in the area to offer a specific service of yacht charter
entertainment, we can provide celebrity guests which include sports and musicians and we can also cater
for lower budget charters or as part of a group in a flotilla. We want to work with you on expanding this and
as one of our members you also earn a commission from any bookings. This a brand-new service for 2021
and is being managed by our own staff member Paul Booth who is a very well-known MC in the UK for
Sporting events on television.

In-detail Features on 1uk.co & 1uk.com
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In detail Features on 1uk.co & 1uk.com
Travel & Logistics: With the interruption of Covid-19 in 2020 we can also provide a door to door
travel service for your guests which include arranging private jets that are possible to be shared if we
have several bookings on the same dates and same locations. Through our own Insurance
comparison website at 1uk.net we can also arrange travel insurance for clients.

Charter Reviews: Similar to Trust Pilot we have built and it's already to go live for next season a
specific independent charter review website which clients will be able to leave reviews on the crew
and the yachts. We appreciate that some systems allow this on their websites, but there is nothing
that is across the board and across the globe for all yachts. Once live this will again become another
marketing tool also as the visitors will be charter guests. This is a fantastic opportunity for all our
members to utilise to gain business and we will release further details one the site is fully live.

Coming Soon: Some new features that we will be adding for Spring in 2021, include our a Yacht
Version of Facebook, this will be for the whole industry to use without the strict unnecessary rules
that are imposed on us all by Facebook. It operates in the same way and you can also create your
own personal family groups or work groups. Chat and connections on 1uk sites, where you will be
able to chat and email other members on the site and connect with other brokers and agents as well
as clients, giving you an opportunity to market to them directly.  Business Directory, this is already in
place with all the categories setup and a small number have clients have listed their business, this is
for registered users only and not available to the public so you can advertise things such as parts
and yachts for sale/exchange and also off market to other brokers and agents, this again will be
complimentary as part of your low monthly fee but is another tool to help you with your business.

Our APP, is well underway now and soon people will be able to download this and we can then use
push technology to promote to users and will give you another outlet for promotion.  1uk.net has
been developed as a luxury travel website and also incorporates our own hand written 150 page
travel guide. We shall be using the site specifically to promote yacht charters and holiday homes in
Europe and if you are a member on any of our sites then you will also benefit from this. The site is
live now and our travel section is due to be completed by the end of January 2021 with a host of
exciting features for visitors to use that take advantage of the downturn and loss of major travel
companies in 2020 due to the Pandemic.  We are also looking offer a complete package holiday for
clients with travel and hotel to make the whole process less hassle for them and our concierge
service will help them to plan the whole holiday including the charter. Clients do ask us who is the
best company to book a charter with, so we recommend the ones that we get good feedback from
and who are pleasant and good to work with.

So, we have lots going on and we are a very innovative and forward-thinking company, we already
have websites in place for Space Travel and Flying Taxis, so we are always looking to the future and
have a strong positive outlook and a close eye on the environment for solar yachts......
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Brokerage: Let’s not forget that we are also Yacht brokers, so we can source new yachts for purchase
and we are the UK dealer for Schaefer Yachts we can also assist with the sale of your old fleet and
again as a member we can do some great deals with you on commissions. You list your yacht on our
site even if you don’t choose to use us as your broker to advertise your yachts for sale with a dual
account and we also have a wanted section if you are looking for a particular kind of yacht.

Webdesign: As well as being Sailors and Yacht Brokers, we have been designing websites for over 26
years along with pioneering SEO and online marketing. If you would like to use our systems on your
own website or would like help with designing a new website then again as a member we can offer you
some very attractive rates and also as a member you can pay on a monthly basis to help though these
difficult times.  As a partner member also we can offer you complimentary website hosting on our
servers if you would like a UK website and we can register the domain names for you and set up your
own control panel to manage your email addresses and FTP access to your website files.

Targets & Goals: It is only in our interest to get you as much business as possible so we can maintain
a fruitful partnership, with Covid-19 it is still going to be a challenging year in 2021 even though things
will hopefully start to return to normal as the vaccines become more widely available. We want to work
with you and market your vessels in the best way possible to get the best exposure for you, we can get
people to view your yachts but we can’t guarantee that they will book your yachts or choose someone
else, so it is important that we assist with your listings to show them in the best possible way.  We are
here to help, 1UK is one big lead generation machine with the cogs well oiled, so work with us and
together we can drive more traffic for everyone.

In detail Features on 1uk.co & 1uk.com

July - Nov 2020 Traffic 1uk.comCustomers
In your dual account, you can add customers in your
dashboard and store the details of their enquiry. You
can then search and look back on these anytime to
easily find their details and details of their enquiry. If
you have your own webpages set up with an enquiry
form then these will be listed automatically for you.



If I sign up on the 1uk.co site do I have to then go and sign up on 1uk.com if I want a dual
account? No, you can select to join both sites when you sign up.
Can I add agents to manage their own yachts? Yes, you can add as many agents as you like on
both sites.
Can I add my listings on 1uk.com website if they are of lower value? No, 1uk.com is a high end
luxury portal, so we only accept sales listings in excess of £1m and Charters valued at £25K+pw.
Can I cancel my account at anytime? Yes you can cancel at anytime with no questions, we
appreciate that these are difficult times.
How many leads can I expect? It would be a brave person who guarantees an amount of leads, all
we can say is we will be trying our best with 100% effort and we want to be accountable so we will
report to you on the traffic on your yachts. We can get them there, but we can't make them click on
the form to enquire.
Can you sell my yachts as well? Yes, we are brokers and we also partner and have connections
with many brokers around the world, so we can push your boat out to the industry rapid and also list
you on the MLS websites. We are happy to share our commission with other brokers to get you a
quick sale and we can do deals to share future commissions with you as a VIP member.
Can I add all my yachts? You can list up to 30 yachts to keep the site fair for other users.
What charter areas do you cover? We promote mainly to the Mediterranean but we also do
Caribbean, Maldives, BVI and Bahamas.
Do you have representatives in other countries? Yes, we have staff in the USA, Russia, Portugal,
Spain, Italy, France, Thailand and Anguilla.
Do you have features for guests/visitors to the website? Absolutely we do, they can sign up as
members and also get extra benefits and features. We try to make the site "Sticky" to keep them
coming back and we are also launching https://1news.uk for UK readers in January which will feature
charter yachts and details about them and charters, a kind of holiday type magazine for our
members.
We may not know the COVID-19 rules in the UK, can you help our guests with this? Yes, of
course we will be able to advise on all the current lockdown and travel measures in place and will try
and help guests as much as possible it is only in our interest to do so, then they complete the
charter.
When a customer enquires to book one of our yachts, does this enquiry come straight
through to us? Yes, we set up a special email address that forward to us both at the same time.
Please do remember though that these are "Our Clients" and while you may discuss the charter with
them, you can not use their details to market to them at anytime, even when you have left our site.
If we have another situation like Covid-19 can we suspend our account? Yes if we all go to
lockdown again or your business can not trade we can suspend your account for you till you are
ready.
Should I use Single account or Dual account? This is your decision, both have lots of features but
the dual account does give you a lot more ways to promote your site and other benefits.

FAQ's

"If its not here, feel free to ask us"
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Visit our websites at https://1uk.com and https://1uk.co to sign up your fleet to the appropriate website for
your yachts. https://1uk.com is our luxury portal and is for charters valued at £25,000+ per booking and
https://1uk.co is for charters up to £25k.
Sign up online automatically and list one yacht or your whole fleet, we take the industry standard
commissions on sales with a small admin/setup fee to start your account. The setup fee is
refunded/reduced from our first commissions. There is a small monthly fee to maintain accounts so we can
do the best we can to promote your yachts.
See also our charter entertainment section as we can provide various entertainment packages for your
charter guests and can work with your other agents also.

List Your Fleet

Charter Business & Marketing

1uk.com has grown from it's roots as the UK's very 1st webdesign company, so we
pioneered things such as SEO and online marketing so we have longer history than anyone
in this field of business. Using this wealth of knowledge we can market your fleet and also
assist you in other areas such as your own website, booking systems, promotion,
entertainment, yacht sales and purchase, Online invoicing and more... We love mutually
beneficial collaborations and we are flexible in all what we do so please, let's talk.....

26yrs Experience
All in-house
Mediterranean
Caribbean
Manage Your Listings
Online Booking System

Owners Benefits

Tel: +44 (0)238 184 9724
JOIN NOW & list your Fleet

info@1uk.com



Sailing Yacht Charters

Visitors to our sites can choose from any of our sailing yachts, superyachts and motor yachts
available for charter in the Mediterranean area, Caribbean and South Pacific.
We can help them plan their itinerary to ensure they get the right yacht to match their
requirements for the family to spend some quality and fun time together. 

Advising them on the best destinations where they can choose a nice relaxing break or a
lively active charter with plenty of drinks and watersports from your yachts own on board toys
served by the experienced and friendly crew that you provide.

Crewed Charters

Bareboat Charter

For our visitors who like to take the helm for their own private charter we also have a wide range of
motor and sailing yachts in all destinations for them to choose from including Jeanneau, Beneteau,
Bavaria, Lagoon and all leading brands. No Licence? No problem we also partner with some
providers who can offer them small charter motor yachts they can drive with no skipper licence
required. Don't miss out and get your yachts listed as they could be booking your yachts
next....

Agean
Ionian
Turkey
Greece
Croatia
Italy

Mediterranean

Tel: +44 (0)238 184 9724
They can book by phone as well

info@1uk.com



Spain
Mallorca
Marbella
Fuengirola
Puerto Banus
Ibiza
Javea & Moraira

Dubai
Damac Hills

Anguilla
Barnes Bay
Meads Bay
Little Harbour

Real Estate Tel: +44 (0)238 184 9724

info@1uk.com

You can advertise on our property pages also



Luxury Yachts

Superyachts

Motor Yachts

On the 1uk.com luxury portal website we have a wide range of the finest new & used
superyachts and luxury yachts that are currently available on the market.
Our hand-picked selection is provided from our valued partners who are the world leaders in
shipbuilding and yacht brokerage.

We can broker your own yacht for sale as one of our own central listings calling upon the
expertise of all our team and VIP partners to ensure you have a fast, efficient and
professional transaction. Alternatively, we can give independent advice and assistance on
choosing one of our VIP partners. As a member you get very favourable rates if we are the
central agency and you we can do rapid promotion and also build a website just of your yacht
that can be sold with the yacht to the new owner.

Ask us about listing your Yacht for sale as one of our central listings and take advantage of
our unique cross marketing and greater exposure through our partner brokers.

New & Used Yachts

Tel: +44 (0)238 184 9724

info@1uk.com

Visit the site for our full
inventory



Monaco
Monte Carlo
Exclusive Apartments

Turkey 
& 

Cyprus

USA

Hisaronu
Ovacik

Florida

We also have property in
Portugal and Croatia plus
plots of land available for
resorts, care homes, hotels
and residential in most areas.
See also our unique income
generating bitcoin houses
priced at $200,000,000

Real Estate Tel: +44 (0)238 184 9724

info@1uk.com

We have property in many
areas and, if you are say
based in Turkey, you can
list your charter yachts
alongside Turkish
Properties.



Private Jets

Business Jets

We sell private jets to clients and this is another feature that brings wealthy clients to our
websites and typically the kind of people who would spend money on yacht charters.

For Sale

Bombardier
Cessna
Leerjets
Hawker
Challenger
Airbus

For Charter

With our yacht charter service we parter with 6 private jet companies so we can get some
great rates and we are looking to arrange group bookings from the UK to make prices within
reach for people who may charter yachts and also to keep them Covid Safe with less contact
at the airport.



Yacht Buyers

There is no doubt that the Superyachts and luxury yachts on our website are
the biggest business for us. We have partnered with some of the most
prestigious luxury shipbuilders and brokers in the world to market their
yachts through the 1ukcom portal. Along with our own central listings plus
our two other marine websites at https://1uk.co for small boats up to £2m and
https://1uk.global which is for commercial vessels/cruise ships we can cover
every aspect of your marine and yacht requirements through our wide and
diverse network of expertise.
We can work with not only our partners but many other brokers to find you a
superyacht/yacht that matches your requirements should there not be
already something available from our hand picked selection at 1uk.com.
We can assist you with all the legal documentation, the paperwork, transport,
flag changes importing & exporting to and from different countries leaving
you with nothing other to worry about than "Where to voyage next...".
Initially we can help you find a suitable yacht then we can arrange a visit and
accompany you if you wish prior to arranging Sea Trials, then after survey
we can help you negotiate a fair price before we bring the deal to a speedy
conclusion, and she is all yours.... but don't worry we don't leave you there,
you will then be one of our priviledged VIP members with lots of benefits and
continued support from our team.

It's all about the Sharing

FOR
SALE

Whats the difference between listing your yacht for sale with a traditional
broker and 1uk.com?
Broker Listing: If they are not a 1uk.com preferred partner they can't list on
the 1uk.com portal, so they will list you on the MLS website such as
Yachtworld and boats.com, which are quite saturated, and then may produce
a leaflet or brochure to give out at shows or in the office plus maybe some
social media.
1uk.com Listing: Your yacht will first be launched on our prestigious luxury
portal website at 1uk.com, and other sites in the group, we shall then push
this through our thousands of followers on social media. We will then create
unique pages for your yacht which using our proven pioneering SEO
techniques we will optimise your pages to get the best positions in Google.
We then offer our broker partners the opportunity to market your yacht and
we will give them a more than fair share of the commission should they
achieve a sale. Your yacht will then also be listed on the MLS websites as
well to give it further exposure through these old traditional channels and
produce hard copies if required for boat shows, and if your yachts sells, you
then become a VIP affiliate member and earn commissions from our other
sales creating a win win scenario.

Wanted

Yacht Sellers



About Us

In 1994, our Managing Director Paul Thompson resigned his position at a
multimillion pound manufacturing company to start the UK's very first
webdesign company.
Pioneering web site development and SEO in the UK, Paul was leading the
way and inventing digital marketing with methods, terminology and
techniques that are still used today, even being one of the 6 people who
voted to call it SEO and was personally involved in producing over 8000
websites.
In 2004 1uk.com had been developed into a luxury designer clothing website
selling leading brands such as Armani Prada, Hugo Boss, Cavalli, Fendi,
Burberry and many more.
In 2012 we took the bold step to seriously up our game and use the families
sailing background to move into luxury yacht and superyacht sales and
charters with Paul going back to university aged 52 to gain a Diploma in
Yacht Brokerage & Chartering.
We soon made moves into the luxury property markets, private jets sales
and charters and supercars.
With a new shopping portal being attached and our celebrity entertainment
channel to book prestigious shows 1uk.com are leading the way in taking off
line luxury online.
1uk.com is 100% family owned with no investors and has been built on hard
work and dedication, so we only answer to our clients and partners.

Our
MIssion

History

We want to offer our clients/visitors a unique way to find all the worlds finest
luxury goods and property in one place, as such have collated the very best
from our partners inventories to present this on one luxury portal website at
https://1uk.com.
We also want to show that we are not driven by greed and to share our
profits with our VIP members and our collaborative partners creating a
unique win win scenario for everyone.
This also gives visitors the incentive to purchase and sell through 1uk.com
and our VIP affiliate partners & to list with us.
With our extensive and pioneering background in digital marketing we took
the bold step to become an online broker only and to once again lead the
way in the new and modern way to buy and sell luxury products.
Using all this experience we ensure that all our clients products and services
are marketed at the highest level through all our channels including our
massive social media following and our representatives located in Portugal,
Russia, Italy, Spain, St Barths, Thailand and the USA.

A true Synergy of Luxury and it must be fun



Let Our Family

Look after yours



Connecting Fleet Operators

Sign up online and take advantage of our unique cross marketing with people
looking for properties and yachts who would also be interested in Yacht Charters
We can also provide travel by private jet to and from charter destinations to help with
Covid-19 compliance
Ability to add/edit/delete your own luxury yacht listings on the1uk.com/1uk.co portal
List up to 30 of your prime yachts available for charter
Option to add an availability calendar (dual account)
Technical support to assist you with any problems
Your own dashboard to manage your account
We can also if required provide an online reservation system for yacht charters which
is set up bespoke to you
We can work with you to build a website for you on low cost monthly rental to help
you and us gain more business for your charters with prices starting from just
£75.00+VAT pm with a small setup fee
Use our Yacht Insurance comparison site to get compare best rates for insurance
We can also provide travel insurance for guest and also for your other agents guests
Our own substantial online 150+page Travel & Charter guide on the new 1uk.net for
2021 holiday and travel site
A member of our team is a former Head Stewardess with over 15 years charter
experience in all areas, she can assist with planning itineraries for guests to get the
best from their booking
Guests will be able to comment on our newly launched Yacht Charter review site in
2021, which we can then link to your fleet, so so much to choose from......

Our Fleet operators and Owners charter accounts allows you to
set up your fleet on our site that we will then market for charter.

There is a small set up fee of to administer and setup your account details, which is refunded from
our first commission that we receive.

Any yachts that you list will be also featured in our newsletters and through our social media
channels.
You will have the option for an extra fee to feature your listings or your company details in different
areas of our site including the home page.
You will have the option for an extra fee to include your listings and promote your company on any
of our other portals and also some complimentary promotion included in your monthly fee.
Sales leads that come through to the site will come straight to you also, we like to be transparent on
this as people prefer to work in different ways but we work on trust and its our way of making the
first move to gain your trust.



THE
ULTIMATE
DREAM

CHARTER
WEBSITE

1 U K . C O

You are cordially invited to join us at anytime.

If your an owner or fleet operator, speak
to us about listing your yachts on the

1uk.co and 1uk.com luxury portal sites
and take advantage of our unique cross

marketing opportunities

We have a simple and very competitive fee structure and
your in control all the way so you choose who does what, we

just provide you with the choices



You can reach us using any of the following
Sales, Charters or any General Enquiries:

Email: info@1uk.com

Tel: +44(0) 238 184 9724

1uk.com Enterprise House, Ocean Village, Southampton, Hampshire, SO14 3XB
83 Ducie St, Manchester, M1 2JQ

https://1uk.com - https://1uk.co - https://1uk.net
1uk.com supports www.climateaware.uk

We welcome new opportunities and adventures, as a pioneering
company we are always on the look out for new partners to
collaborate with, new products to list and sell plus new ideas to
present to our ever growing client database of UHNWI.
If you also have a method or website that can be used to
promote our products and services that would be mutually
beneficial we would love to hear from you, this could be as an
Expo or exhibition organiser, a broker, a ship/house builder or
an individual with an extensive portfolio, then again we would
love to chat.

Finally, we could not leave without mentioning our good friends
and partners at Team Britannia and the multi-million pound 2022
Clean Fuel, round the world record breaking challenge in a
Superboat by skipper and project leader Alan Priddy and 20
crew.
If you would like to be a title sponsor, media partner or a smaller
sponsor for a unique chance to promote your business globally
and for you to also join the boat on a leg of this amazing
adventure, for more details go to teambritannia.org

Let's Do this...

Join Us

Contact



PAUL  THOMPSON :  MANAGING  DIRECTOR

Here's to the next 25 years.....

PEOPLE AND

TECHNOLOGY

AT ITS BEST

Thank you to all our friends, partners and clients for making 1uk.com possible

Sign up now
and join us




